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Family Tradition,
International Strength

E

stablished in 1947, Grimaldi is a fully integrated multinational logistics
Group specialising in the maritime transport of cars, rolling cargo, containers and passengers.
Wholly owned by the Grimaldi family, the Group is led by Gianluca and
Emanuele Grimaldi, sons of the late founder Guido, and their brother inlaw Diego Pacella. Family members are complemented by a highly skilled
international management team based both in Italy, at the Group’s Naples
Headquarters and at subsidiary companies and branches located in over
25 countries.
With annual turnover of over 2.3 billion euros, the Group comprises eight
main shipping companies. Together, they own about 100 ships but operate
a larger fleet, made up of Roll-on / Roll-off vessels, including Pure Car and
Truck Carriers (PCTC), Ro/Ro-Multipurpose, Ro/Ro-Container and Ro/
Ro-Passenger ships. The Group is the world’s leading operator of Ro/RoMultipurpose and PCTC vessels.
Such a powerful fleet is the core of a vertically integrated logistics chain
which numbers twenty port terminals plus several road and rail shipping
companies. The Group shore-side and shipboard staff total more than
8,000 people. In 2010, over 2.7 million passengers chose the Group’s
services, while cargo volumes have reached 2.78 million cars and about
1.43 million rolling units and containers (FEU).
Every week, Grimaldi Group’s ships call at more than 120 ports in the
Mediterranean and Baltic regions as well as in Northern Europe, West Africa, North and South America, thus contributing to the economic development of many countries.
The Group’s primary mission is to strengthen and expand its international
logistics network in accordance with a strategy that places the highest priority on environmental sustainability and meeting customers’ expectations
by achieving top quality standards.
This is made possible through the application of cutting-edge technology
and care in every field of the business and thanks to one of the youngest, most modern and environmentally friendly fleets in the world, while
substantial resources are invested in training and education. The Group
complies with ISO 9002 quality standards and is ISO 14001 environmentally certified.
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A Consistent,
Continuous Growth

I

n recent years, the Group has implemented a long term industrial strategy served by an investment plan worth in excess of 4 billion euros aimed
at growing through both internal development and acquisitions. Overall,
about 70 new ships have been ordered from various shipyards since 2000,
eight of which will be delivered between 2011 and 2013.
At the same time, while building its own international network of Port Terminals, since 2001, the Group has completed a number of strategic acquisitions and has taken shareholding participations in leading shipping
companies with the aim of strengthening its leading position in the Ro/
Ro business while building an extensive network of Motorways of the Sea
around Europe, both in the Mediterranean and in the Baltic Sea, in line
with the European Union’s effort to remove freight from the congested
road network.
The most recent of such developments was the purchase, in 2008, of the
majority stake in Minoan Lines, the leading Greek Ferry and Ro/Ro operator. Minoan Lines is listed on the Athens Stock Exchange and operates
its own fleet on both domestic and international routes. Previous to this,
in 2006 the Group gained control of Finnlines, the leading operator in the
North and Baltic Sea. Listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange, Finnlines
offers freight and passenger services in a geographical area that has the
highest economic growth in Europe. The first acquisition for the Group
was, in 2001, that of Atlantic Container Line (ACL), the North Atlantic
leading Ro/Ro and container operator which was delisted from the Oslo
Stock Exchange.
In terms of fleet development, the Group has rolled out a strategy based on
maximising the transport capacity of its vessels so to achieve economies
of scale and scope and the maximum environmental benefits at once.
Other recent business initiatives include the incorporation of Malta Motorways of the Sea, a Maltese subsidiary that succeeded Sea Malta Ltd, the
State-owned shipping company that was liquidated in 2005, and the creation of the company Grimaldi & Suardiaz Lines, a joint venture with Flota
Suardiaz, one of the main Spanish shipping companies.
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Seven Centuries at Sea

T

he Grimaldi family’s ties with the sea date back to long before the
Group was created. The first records of their involvement in maritime
shipping are from as early as 1348, when the chronicles of the Kingdom of Naples recount that the brothers Rajinerio, Richerio and Perino de
Grimaldis were given a precious relic in solid gold by Queen Giovanna I, as
a guarantee to charter three of their ships.
In contrast, women loom large in the family’s more recent involvement in
shipping, in particular Amelia Lauro, the daughter of Gioacchino and sister
of Achille, who married Giovanni Grimaldi.
In the second half of the 19th century, Gioacchino Lauro, a shipowner from
Sorrento, founded a steamboat shipping enterprise, one of the first jointstock companies in the Italian shipping industry. The capital stock of 100
Italian liras was divided into a hundred shares worth one lira each, and the
company was managed and controlled by Gioacchino through his 30%
stake. The fleet included the motorsailer Mario (pictured above), one of
the fastest ships of her days. Gioacchino’s son Achille inherited his father’s
passion for the sea and business acumen, and in the 1960s and 70s became the owner of Europe’s most important privately owned fleet.
Giovanni Grimaldi, on the other hand, was a lawyer and property owner. He
was a man of culture, but did not have the seafaring spirit of his forebears.
Hence, it was his wife Amelia who introduced their sons to the sea by asking her brother Achille to take Guido under his stern but wise guidance.
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Guido and His Brothers

I

n 1947 Guido and his brothers Luigi, Mario, Aldo and Ugo Grimaldi set
up their own business by purchasing a Liberty vessel, a type of cargo
ship used by the U.S. fleet during the Second World War that gave rise to
the most important privately owned European fleets. The brothers’ careful
attention to market demands soon led them to expand operations to the
transportation of passengers. Post-war immigration was at its peak and
Grimaldi’s shipping services focused on the Mediterranean/South America
route. In the years that followed, as the passengers’ demands for comfort
and quality increased, the fleet was upgraded to include new, modern liners such as the Lucania. Grimaldi-Siosa Lines, founded at the end of the
1950s to develop passenger services, was symbolised by the Irpinia. Over
the following two decades, the fleet was expanded further to include flagships such as the Venezuela, the Caribia and, later, the Ausonia, which
served the cruise market until the end of the 1990s.
In the 1960s the Group began to strengthen its freight operations with
bulk freighters and tankers, including the Auriga I, Luigi Grimaldi and Giovanni Grimaldi. The expansion in the Ro/Ro sector and, more specifically,
in the transport of vehicles came in 1969, when the Group started operating regular liner services linking Italy and the United Kingdom. Originally
created to ship Fiat automobiles to the British market, Grimaldi Group’s
car carrier service rapidly won the trust of the major vehicle manufacturers who needed to ship their vehicles between Northern Europe and the
Mediterranean.
This development marks the beginning of the Group’s modern period: over
the last thirty years the focus on the Ro/Ro sector has in fact been the
driving factor for growth. A decisive step in this direction was the investment, in the 1980s, to build the four sister ships Repubblica di Venezia,
Repubblica di Pisa, Repubblica di Genova and Repubblica di Amalfi,
followed by the Repubblica di Roma, Fides and Spes in the 1990s. All of
them are Ro/Ro-Multipurpose Car Carriers capable of meeting the market’s changing needs due to their enormous operational and load-mix flexibility. At the same time, the Group expanded its service network to serve
not only the Mediterranean/Northern Europe trades, but also the routes
between Northern Europe, West Africa and South America.
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From Shipping
to Integrated Logistics

I

n the mid-1990s, the brothers Guido, Mario and Aldo Grimaldi decided to part company and set up separate entities: Grimaldi Genova, owned and managed by Mario and Aldo, and the Grimaldi Group
(Naples), corresponding to today’s Grimaldi Group, owned and headed
up by Gianluca and Emanuele Grimaldi and their brother-in-law Diego
Pacella.
The Grimaldi Group has, since, continued in the strategy of expanding
its maritime services as part of a plan to provide worldwide logistics
with a strong maritime base. In pursuit of its mission to satisfy its international clientele by continuing to offer high quality services, it has
ordered cutting-edge Ro/Ro-Multipurpose Car Carriers, Pure Car and
Truck Carriers and Ro/Ro-Passenger vessels with highly flexible load
compositions from shipyards in Italy, Croatia, South Korea and China.
From 2000 to 2011 the fleet owned directly or through subsidiaries has
nearly tripled in size from 36 to nearly 100 vessels, and an additional
eight ships are scheduled for delivery in the next few years. At the same
time, the Group has also launched a process to develop its logistics
chain by investing hundred of millions of euros in port terminals in the
Mediterranean, Northern Europe and West Africa, as well as creating
12

road transport companies for the distribution of vehicles in some European countries, while the subsidiary Atlantic Container Line operates a
fleet of more than 13,500 containers and Ro/Ro trailers in North America.
All of this allows Grimaldi to offer its customers door-to-door transport
services, straight from the factory to the final destination. The hallmarks
of its services are high frequency maritime links, strict quality standards
in terms of punctuality and procedures, and compliance with its zero
damage level target. The resulting performance has won acclaim from
the market at large, while customers such as Fiat, Ford Motor Company
and General Motors have repeatedly rewarded the Group for the quality
of its services.
The Grimaldi Group, which today is a global leader in the Ro/Ro sector,
has resumed passenger transport over Motorways of the Sea routes, i.e.
the short sea passenger and freight transport project promoted by the
European Union.
Over the last few years it has expanded and strengthened its network of
services through internal growth while carrying out its policy of acquiring shipping companies that are specialists in the Ro/Ro sector and hold
positions of leadership in the markets where they operate. This process
of globalisation and growth has been made possible by a number of different factors: the Group’s financial solidity; its focus on applying new
technology to improve the overall quality of its service; the trust it has
earned from its customers all over the world; and, most importantly,
the commitment of its more than 8,000 employees – an extraordinary
resource in terms of professionalism and day-to-day dedication.
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The Group at a Glance
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Shipping & Sea Transport
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Gianluca Grimaldi
President

Grimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione

G

rimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione is an operating shipowning and
holding company registered in Italy, and – together with Atlantica di
Navigazione – is one of the pillars of the Grimaldi Group. The Chairman
is Gianluca Grimaldi and the Managing Directors are Emanuele Grimaldi
and Diego Pacella.
The company has played an important role in the Group’s history, being at
the forefront of all corporate development in shipping, ports and logistics.
Grimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione’s core business is the Atlantic trades:
between North Europe, West Africa and South America; between South
America and West Africa; between North America and West Africa; and
also between the Mediterranean and West Africa. Most of the Grimaldiowned fleet is deployed on these routes. It includes a substantial number
of Ro/Ro-Multipurpose Container Carriers (extremely flexible in carrying
large volumes of cars, rolling cargo, containers, project and oversized
cargo as well), and large Pure Car and Truck Carriers (PCTC).
While the administrative, finance and ship management operations are
based in Naples, Italy, the commercial management of all the Atlantic
lines is operated from the Group’s London office.
Grimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione owns stakes in all of the Group’s
shipping companies as well as in the main port terminals. These include
Antwerp Euroterminal (AET), the Group’s Northern European hub; Unikai
terminal of Hamburg; Wallhamn Holding, the company that owns the
Swedish port of Wallhamn; Port & Terminal Multiservices Limited (PTML),
the company which operates the West African Ro/Ro terminal in Lagos
(Nigeria); and the Regional hub terminal in Dakar, which serves all South
American and West African trades.
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Emanuele Grimaldi
President

Atlantica di Navigazione

A

tlantica di Navigazione, one of the Group’s most important companies has, since the mid-90s, been at the centre of a remarkable
development in the shipment of European finished vehicles and integrated logistics.
More recently, it has also become a driving force behind the Motorways
of the Sea and Short Sea Shipping concepts in the Mediterranean area by
deploying a fleet of modern Ro/Ro and Ro/Ro-Passenger ships. The vessels
are operating on Italian cabotage and international routes linking Italy,
Greece, Spain, Tunisia, Morocco, Malta and Libya.
As far as the Northern Europe/Mediterranean trade is concerned, Atlantica conceived and developed the EuroMed Network concept, a veritable
maritime conveyor belt designed to transport any type of vehicle between
Northern Europe and the Mediterranean, often including direct delivery
up to a single dealer’s location.
The EuroMed network now operates as many as 35 ships with a total
loading capacity of up to 120,000 cars or up to 100,000 linear meters of
rolling cargo. They call at nearly forty ports ranging from Scandinavia to
Turkey, stopping up to three times a week at the most important destinations and once a week at all the others. This powerful logistics operation is complemented by the Group’s own port network and specialised
overland transport companies both in the Mediterranean and Northern
Europe. The company is certified to both the ISO 9002 Quality Standards
and the ISO 14001 Environmental Standards.
Atlantica’s operations office is in Naples. The company’s Chairman is
Emanuele Grimaldi and its Managing Directors are Gianluca Grimaldi
and Diego Pacella.
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Diego Pacella
Managing Director

Inarme Industria Armamento Meridionale

I

ncorporated in Palermo, Sicily, Industria Armamento Meridionale (Inarme) was established as a shipping company a few decades ago, with
the aim of supporting the Italian Government’s strategy to create the
conditions for the development of maritime links between the Southern
Italian Regions and the major worldwide markets.
Over the years, the company has developed its fully owned fleet, focusing on Ro/Ro-Multipurpose Car Carriers characterised by their large size
and maximum flexibility in relation to cargo mix and intake. Such flexibility is one of the main reasons behind the operational and financial
achievements of the business.
Primarily acting as a ship provider for the trades managed by Grimaldi
Compagnia di Navigazione and Atlantica di Navigazione, the Inarme
fleet is mainly deployed on the Group’s Atlantic Network while also
serving the EuroMed Network.
Inarme is owned by Grimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione and Atlantica
di Navigazione; its Chairman is Gianluca Grimaldi and the Managing
directors are Emanuele Grimaldi and Diego Pacella, the latter also being
the Group’s Finance Director.
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Andy Abbott
Ceo

Atlantic Container Line

S

ince 1967, the pioneering spirit of Atlantic Container Line (ACL) has been
the driving force that has made this company the leader in the North Atlantic trade. A specialised carrier of containers, project and oversized cargo,
heavy equipment and vehicles, ACL was Europe’s first containership operator. It
currently deploys the world’s five largest Ro/Ro-Containerships and is building
replacement vessels that are significantly larger, more fuel efficient and more
environmentally friendly. ACL provides its customers a portfolio of five weekly
transatlantic sailings covering 16 ports in Northern Europe, the United States
and Canada. Since 2001, following ACL’s acquisition by the Grimaldi Group,
the company has been offering container and Ro/Ro services between North
America and West Africa, the Mediterranean and South America. It has further
extended its Ro/Ro scope to include the Middle East, Far East and Australia.
Today the Grimaldi-ACL service combination is considered the premier
Ro/Ro and container carrier between the USA and West Africa and the
best Ro/Ro operator between North America and the Mediterranean. Approximately 5,000 customers use ACL’s services each year. Over 400 staff
members are located in ISO 9001 quality certified offices throughout Europe, the United States and Canada. ACL’s vessels are ISO 14001 Environmental Quality Certified and ISM Safety and Environmental Quality Certified. The company maintains a fleet of 13,500 owned containers and Ro/
Ro trailers. ACL’s door-to-door pick-up and delivery services and customerspecific automation systems are integral parts of its transportation service.
ACL closely cooperates with the governmental authorities in North America
and Europe to address the issue of increased security. The company complies
with International Ship and Port Security Code (ISPS), is a validated member
of the U.S. Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) Programme,
and a participant in both the Canadian Customs’ Partners in Protection Programme and the Swedish Customs’ Stairsec Programme. ACL’s President/Chief
Executive Officer is Andy Abbott.
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Antonis Maniadakis
Ceo

Minoan Lines

E

stablished in 1972, Minoan Lines is the leading Ro/Ro-Passenger operator on the routes linking mainland Greece to the Italian ports in
the Central and Northern Adriatic as well as between Piraeus and the
city of Heraklion (Crete).
Based in Heraklion and listed on the Athens Stock Exchange, today the
Company runs regular services connecting the ports of Ancona (Italy),
Igoumenitsa and Patras (Greece) on a daily basis; Venice (Italy), Corfu,
Igoumenitsa and Patras (Greece) four times a week; and Piraeus (the port
of Athens) and Heraklion again with a daily service.
Minoan Lines operates a modern fleet of seven large Ro/Ro-Passenger
ships, including the Cruise Europa and Cruise Olympia, the biggest
cruise ferries in the Mediterranean Sea, built in 2009-2010. With a loading capacity of 2,850 passengers, 250 units of cars and 3,050 linear
metres of rolling cargo, these ferries offer services on board comparable
to those found on cruise ships.
Over the years Minoan Lines has continuously upgraded the quality and
range of its services and enjoys a high level of customer loyalty. Thanks
to highly skilled crews, Minoan Lines guarantees its customers punctual
departures and quality service on board. Modern garages, with loading
capacity up to 3,050 lane metres (approx.180 trucks) plus up to 250
cars, and an efficient booking system ensure efficient and speedy embarkation/ disembarkation procedures.
At the beginning of 2008 the Grimaldi Group became the majority
shareholder in Minoan Lines, and now owns over 90% of the shares.
Minoan Lines’ Chairman is Emanuele Grimaldi and its Managing Director is Antonis Maniadakis.
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Uwe Bakosch
Ceo

S

ince the end of 2006, the Grimaldi Group has owned the majority of
the shares of Finnlines, which is listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange.
Specialising in the Baltic and North Sea trades, Finnlines is one of the
largest Ro/Ro and Ro/Ro-Passenger operators in Northern Europe. It runs a
fleet of 26 ships, specifically designed to operate all year round in the most
severe Northern weather conditions.
The company has completed the introduction of five newly built Ro/RoPassenger ships which are the fastest ever in their class. These ships are
having a tremendous impact on the trades between Germany, Finland and
Poland. As a Grimaldi Group company, Finnlines has implemented a strategy aimed at increasing its owned fleet. This resulted in an order placed
in the fall of 2007 for six Ro/Ro vessels of which the first two have been
delivered in March 2011.
Finnlines benefits from the substantial economic strength in the Baltic and
Scandinavian countries while it is in an excellent position to take full advantage of the Russian market. Amongst the various services, mention should
be made of the TransRussiaExpress, which provides a regular link between
Lübeck/Sassnitz (Germany) and St. Petersburg (Russia) via Ventspils (Latvia).
Being part of the far-flung Grimaldi network, this enables shipments from
Bilbao, Antwerp, Hull and Immingham via Helsinki to Russia.
In addition to shipping services, through its subsidiary Finnsteve, Finnlines
runs terminals and supplies handling services in the Finnish ports of Helsinki, Turku and Kotka.
Finnlines has subsidiaries or sales offices in Germany, Belgium, Great
Britain, Sweden, Denmark, Russia and Poland and its employees number
more than 2,000. The Chairman of the Company is Emanuele Grimaldi
and its Managing Director is Uwe Bakosch.
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Ernest Sullivan
Managing Director

MMS Malta Motorways of the Sea

S

et up at the end of 2005, Malta Motorways of the Sea ( MMOS ) has quickly
established itself as an indispensable tool to support the industrial and commercial development of Malta and the growth of its economic activities. MMOS
commenced its maritime operations to guarantee the Island State’s maritime links
in the wake of the liquidation of Sea Malta Ltd, the State - owned shipping line.
Since inception, the Company, within the framework of Grimaldi Group, has developed unprecedented network of Ro/Ro services between Malta and a number
of Mediterranean destinations. Regular maritime services link the Maltese Islands
to Genoa, Civitavecchia, Livorno, Salerno, Catania, Tripoli/Al Khoms and to all
other ports served by Grimaldi Group’s network of services. MMOS has a number
of owned vessels registered under the Malta Flag. The company’s Chairman is
Emanuele Grimaldi, whilst Ernest Sullivan is the Managing Director.

Juan Riva
President

Grimaldi & Suardiaz lines

A

joint venture between Atlantica di Navigazione and Flota Suardiaz, one of
the main Spanish shipping Companies, Grimaldi & Suardiaz Lines operates
a Motorway of the Sea for rolling freight and passengers between Spain and Italy,
linking the ports of Barcelona and Livorno four times a week and with a transit
time below 20 hours. The chairman of Grimaldi & Suardiaz Lines is Juan Riva
Franco.
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Maritime Services

• CAR CARRIER, Ro/Ro & Container Services
Atlantic Network

North Europe/West Africa
North Europe/South America
South America/West Africa
North America/West Africa
North America/North Europe
Mediterranean/West Africa

EuroMed Network			
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• Motorways of the Sea	
Mediterranean Short Sea
Baltic Short Sea

• Passenger Services
Mediterranean Sea
Baltic Sea
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Passenger Services

40

Grimaldi Lines
Minoan Lines
Finnlines
Mediterranean Land-bridges
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Passenger Services Grimaldi Lines

42

Livorno
Civitavecchia

Barcelona

Salerno
Porto Torres

Tunis

Palermo
Trapani
Catania
Malta

Tangiers

T

he Group’s strategy of opening new passenger

routes in the Western Mediterranean is a demonstration of how creativity can apply in establishing innovative maritime links. The most evident example is the
set of services linking Civitavecchia (Rome) and Livorno
to Barcelona, the latter launched in 2007. In particular, the
Civitavecchia (Rome) / Barcelona daily - except Sunday link is served by two of the largest and fastest cruise ferries
in the world, able in less than 20 hours to carry thousands
of passengers and hundreds of cars and trailers between
the Mediterranean’s two biggest coastal markets.
Civitavecchia (Rome) has been established as the main hub
for passenger traffic, with services several times a week to
Sardinia, Sicily, Tunisia and Spain.
The Group offers maritime links to some of the most popular tourist destinations. The North Western coast of Sardinia
(Porto Torres) is directly linked to the port of Civitavecchia
and to the whole Central Italy in just seven hours. Other
lines connect the west of Sicily: Trapani and Palermo are
respectively linked to Civitavecchia and Salerno, effectively
removing the need to take the long, congested and dangerous Salerno/Reggio Calabria Motorway.
There are regular departures from the ports of Palermo,
Trapani, Salerno and Civitavecchia to Tunis in order to carry
passengers and freight between the two countries.
Furthermore, the Group launched its first maritime service
for passengers to Morocco, offering weekly departures
from Livorno (Italy) and Barcelona (Spain) to Tangiers.
Finally, in support of the tourist flow, the Maltese coast is
linked to the ports of Civitavecchia and Catania.
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T

hrough the partnership with Minoan Lines, the Group has strengthened its

presence in the Adriatic and extended the offer on the routes between Italy and
Greece, where Minoan Lines operates four of its six large ferries. With more than
590,000 passengers, up to 150,000 cars and about 85,000 trucks transported in 2010,
Minoan is in fact the market leader on the maritime services linking Venice and Ancona
to Corfu, Igoumenitsa and Patras. The Greek operator is also the largest player on the
Piraeus / Heraklion route. On this trade alone, in 2010 Minoan Lines transported more
than 888,000 passengers, over 120,000 cars and about 52,000 trucks.
Venice
Ancona

Corfu
Igoumenitsa
Patras

Piraeus

Heraklion
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Passenger Services Minoan Lines
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Naantali

Helsinki

Kapellskär
St. Petersburg

Malmö
Travemünde
Lübeck
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Gdynia
Sassnitz

F

innlines and its subsidiaries transport about 600,000 passengers
every year by operating Ro/Ro services between Finland, Sweden,
Germany, Poland and Russia. The company’s passengers capacity has

been substantially upgraded through to the introduction of five new huge
Ro/Ro-Passenger vessels able to carry up to 500 passengers each.
All five of these gigantic vessels, introduced in 2006 and 2007, have dramatically improved the level of service on the route linking Helsinki (Finland)
and Lübeck/Travemünde (Germany). The direct connection has daily sailings in both directions. Sailing time on this vital link for the Finnish economy
has been brought down to 27 hours. In addition the route is also, since June
2009, operated with six weekly sailings via Gdynia in both directions.
Other passenger services run by the Group include the Lübeck/Travemünde
- Malmö route serving the Southern Sweden market, and the one linking
Naantali (Finland) and Kapellskär (Sweden). Both these routes have a similar
set-up: they are served by three Ro/Ro-Passenger ships each, operating
six daily departures with a sailing time of 8 to 9 hours. The highly potential
Russian market is instead served from Lübeck/Travemünde, via the
TransRussiaExpress maritime link to St. Petersburg (Russia).

Passenger Services Finnlines

Car Carrier, Ro/Ro & Container Services

48

Atlantic Network

50
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S

ince the mid-1970’s, the Grimaldi Group has been the largest car-

rier of vehicles between Europe and West Africa. On these routes
the Group operates 22 modern Multipurpose Ro/Ro Car Carriers,
each of them able to accommodate about 2,500 lane metres of rolling
cargo, up to 2,500 cars and 850 containers on the weather deck. Ships
Bernard Shortt
Commercial & Lines Director,
are fitted with their own deck cranes to handle containers, project and
West Africa & South America
oversized cargo. With a departure every two days from Northern Europe,
the Group offers an unrivalled set of four different services – Northern
Express, Central Express, Southern Express and Eurocargo Express – which directly serve
a total of over 20 ports in the region. In support of its shipping services, the Group has built
a network of offices throughout West Africa, with landside logistics and car storage facilities
operating in the main port areas. The Grimaldi Group’s regional transhipment hub is Dakar
(Senegal) while a US$ 60 million investment has been completed in Lagos (Nigeria) to build
what is Africa’s most modern Ro/Ro terminal. Operational since mid-2006 and called Port &
Terminal Multiservices Ltd (PTML), the terminal provides the highest international standards
for vehicle handling, storage and logistics. The second phase of development has been completed . PMTL currently features two berths for deep sea vessels, more than 210,000 square
metres of yard, and supporting off-dock storage areas of 100,000 square metres water connected to main terminal, state-of-the-art facilities and equipment.
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North Europe West Africa
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North Europe South America

S
Helder Malaguerra
Commercial & Line Director,
South America

outh America has historically been a mar-

ket of paramount importance for the Group and
one in which the demand for break-bulk, Ro/Ro,
containerised, project and oversized cargo transport
has been perfectly served by Grimaldi’s flexible fleet of
large Ro/Ro-Multipurpose and Ro/Ro-Container vessels. Through its weekly liner service between Northern Europe and the East Coast of South America, the
Group has been the leading operator in the increasing
multilateral trade of important economies such as Brazil,
Argentina and Uruguay not only with the European
Union, but also regionally within the Mercosur block.
The scope of the North Europe / South America leg is
further enhanced by the strategic use of hub ports in
both West Africa (Dakar) and North Europe (Antwerp),
allowing unparalleled coverage of the West African market and global coverage via Northern Europe too.
In addition to the benefits of the trade offered by the
Group’s service structure, the vessels also add flexibility
through their advanced multipurpose design enabling
independent operation. Specifically, their stern ramps
allow the loading of pieces of up to 250 tonnes and
the substantial weather deck is served by a pair of
40-tonne capacity cranes. This has allowed the Group
to offer transport solutions to a variety of customers
ranging from major car, truck and other rolling machinery manufacturers to factory project cargoes,
with the possibility of loading containers, vehicles
and general cargo, all on the same sailing. To
complement its maritime services, the Group
has its own subsidiaries in Brazil and Argentina, providing local operational and commercial assistance.
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South America West Africa

T

he South America/West Africa

direct Ro/Ro-Container maritime
service has truly been an innovation on the Atlantic market. It has in fact
finally made available to Latin American
shippers a fast, reliable and flexible business tool which allows them to open up
new destination markets and serve them
in a much shorter time.
The trade is served by means of all West
African destinations scheduled by any
of the Group’s mainstream services or
feeders can be reached via transhipment
in Dakar (Senegal) for freight loaded
on any of the vessels serving the South
America / Northern Europe trade.

North America West Africa

S

ince 2006, Grimaldi has been offering the only direct Ro/Ro-

Container service between the USA and West Africa. The service
provides customers with three sailings per month, supported by the
ACL marketing network in North America and the Grimaldi Group’s unparalleled
coverage of West Africa. The workhorses of this trade are the Grande-class Ro/RoContainer vessels, each having a capacity of up to 800 TEU of containers, 2,000 linear
metres of rolling freight and up to 2,000 cars. The service makes direct calls at Jacksonville, Savannah, Baltimore, New  York and Boston in the US, and Dakar, Tema, Lome, Cotonou and Lagos in West Africa, connecting with the Group’s extensive range of African ports
via transhipment in Dakar.
Grimaldi’s direct service is backed up by a four-times-a-week feedering service covering every major
North American port from Halifax to Houston. This second service combines ACL’s four transatlantic
services with Grimaldi Lines’ five North Europe-West African services via Antwerp and Hamburg.
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MediterraneanWest Africa

D

edicated to the transport of rolling freight,

containers and project cargo, the “Mediterranean
Express” service (MEX) directly connects the
Mediterranean area with West Africa. With regular departures every 18 days, this line serves directly the ports of
Salerno, Genoa, Marseilles, Valencia, Casablanca, Dakar,
Lome, Lagos, Cotonou and Tema. Moreover, the whole
Mediterranean is linked with other ports of Africa thanks
to the Grimaldi regular services from the Group’s terminal
in Dakar. Ports served in transhipment are Banjul (Gambia), Conakry (Guinea), Freetown (Sierra Leone), Monrovia
(Liberia), Abidjan (Ivory Coast), Doula (Cameroon), Boma
(Democratic Republic of Congo), Pointe Noire (CongoBrazzaville) and Luanda (Angola).
Two con/ro vessels of the “Repubblica” class are deployed
on this route, having each a capacity of 650 TEU, 1,100
cars/vans and 2,200 linear metres of rolling cargo. The
“Repubblica” class vessels are also equipped with two
cranes on the weather deck capable of handling units with
a weight of up to 40 tonnes as well as a stern ramp capable of loading rolling units weighing up to 150 tonnes.
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North America North Europe
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North America North Europe
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A

tlantic Container Line (ACL) has maintained its

reputation as the highest quality carrier on the North
Atlantic trades for almost half a century. Its Ro/Ro
and container services are renowned for their speed, schedule reliability and equipment quality. The company offers a
portfolio of five weekly sailings covering 16 ports in Northern
Europe, the United States and Canada.
Setting ACL apart from its competitors is its fleet of five
unique G-3 Ro/Ro-Containerships that can carry a combination of 2,000 TEU of containers, 550 TEU equivalents
of heavy equipment, project and oversized cargo, and up to
2,000 vehicles. The ACL fleet - the biggest vessels of their
kind in the world - have an angled two-lane stern quarter
ramp of 450-ton capacity. This allows the carriage of the largest and heaviest transformers, construction machinery and
projects. Separate internal ramp systems within the vessels
segregate cars from other vehicles, mafi trailers and breakbulk cargo. All of ACL’s vessels are ISO 14001 Environmental
Quality Certified and ISM Safety and Environmental Quality
Certified, meeting the highest environmental standards.
ACL’s fleet links up with the Grimaldi services in Hamburg and
Antwerp, allowing fast transhipment connections to an extensive list of ports in the Mediterranean, West Africa and South
America.  
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EuroMed Network
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EuroMed Network
Finnlines Network
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T

he concept of linking a number of peripheral areas in Europe by means

of a direct and regular Ro/Ro Multipurpose Car Carrier liner service was,
in the mid-90s, the basis for the birth of the EuroMed Network. Over the
years, the EuroMed has become a tool strengthening the economic cohesion
of many European and neighbouring countries and proved to be a veritable
conveyor belt serving the industrial production system in Scandinavia, Northern
Costantino Baldissara
Commercial, Logistics & OperaEurope, British Isles and the Mediterranean. Following the acquisition of control
tions Director, EuroMed Network
of Finnlines, the EuroMed clients will be in the position to benefit from the network of ports served in the North Sea and the Baltic Regions, including Russia.
Originally, the number of ports directly called by the EuroMed on a weekly basis was 18, with 5 large
ships deployed on service; in less than a decade the number of ships has been increased to 35, with
nearly 40 ports served: stopovers are every two days at the main ports and once a week at the others.
A new weekly BalticEuroMed Service interconnects Finnlines’ Scandinavian Service and Grimaldi Lines’
EuroMed Network at the Belgian port of Antwerp. This service allows Finnlines and Grimaldi Lines to
offer their customers routes touching more than 65 destinations and nearly all the coastal countries
around the Continent, from the South East (Turkey), to the North East (Russia) with extensions to
countries along the northern coast of Africa and of the Middle East such as Egypt, Israel, Syria, Lebanon, Libya and Tunisia.

EuroMed Network
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EuroMed Network

T

he EuroMed is a real logistics infrastructure allowing the on-time, safe and damage-free shipment

of goods between Scandinavia, Northern Europe, the British Isles and the Mediterranean in the most
environmentally friendly way. In less than a decade its success in attracting traffic both northbound
and southbound has been such that it has developed into a fully-fledged network, made up of a range of
services that complement each other: the EuroMed, the EuroAegean, the West East Med and the Adriatic
Service. Additionally, it relies on the Mediterranean Short Sea Network to serve destinations it does not
call at directly.
The sector benefiting the most from such a powerful logistics tool is indeed the automotive industry:
some 1.9 million cars and vans produced in Belgium, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Sweden, Germany, France,
Portugal, the UK, Spain, Italy and Turkey are in fact transported to their destination markets. Every year
the EuroMed Network moves also 300,000 FEU units of Ro/Ro cargo (trucks, excavators, etc) and containers. Shipment examples include the new underground trains of Madrid and Rome; the rolling stock for
the tramway service of Athens and Jerusalem; entire windmills; or simply consumer goods in containers.
The EuroMed contribution to ease Europe’s traffic congestion is therefore evident.
One of the reasons behind such a success is the high frequency of call and the size, unprecedented for
the North Europe / Mediterranean trade, of the Ro/Ro-Multipurpose Car Carrier ships deployed on the
line: each of them is capable to transport up to 4,600 cars or a cargo mix of cars, 3,000 linear metres of
rolling cargo, 800 TEU of containers as well as special cargo of up to 200 tonnes apiece.
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Motorways of the Sea
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Rauma
Naantali Helsinki
Turku
Kotka
Kapellskär

St. Petersburg

Wallhamn

Aarhus

Hull
Immingham

Malmö

Travemünde
Rostock
Lübeck Sassnitz

Gdynia

Amsterdam
Zeebrugge
Antwerp

Venice
Genoa

Ancona
Livorno

Bilbao
Barcelona
Valencia

Porto
Torres
Cagliari
Tunis

Tangiers

Civitavecchia
Salerno

Trapani

Igoumenitsa
Corfu

Palermo

Catania

Patras
Corinth Piraeus

Malta
Heraklion
Tripoli / Al aKhoms

Benghazi

Grimaldi Lines Network
Minoan Lines
Finnlines Network
Mediterranean Land-bridges
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Mediterranean Short Sea
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Mediterranean Short Sea

G

rimaldi Lines’ Short Sea Network is at the centre of continuous developments, with

substantial investments in new Ro/Ro and Ro/Ro-Passenger ships aimed at opening
new routes to support those already established on which millions of tonnes of goods are
shipped. Every week thousands of trucks and trailers, which previously tended to use the motorway
network, have opted for the Group’s Network, thus contributing to the reduction of traffic and air pollution in Europe.
With 12 ships deployed on it, the Short Sea Network extends its reach in both the East/West and
North/South directions: the most recent developments are the new maritime links established between Italy (including Sicily and Sardinia) to Spain, Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, Malta and Greece.
While stregthening its services on the Adriatic Sea, through the partnership of Minoan Lines the
Group is now able to serve the Balkan markets for their shipments to Spain and viceversa. Trucks can
board the Minoan ships in Igoumenitsa or Patras, disembark in Ancona and drive overland a few hundred kilometres to Livorno or Civitavecchia, and
then board a Grimaldi ship to Barcelona or
Venice
viceversa. Indeed, this longbridge concept
Genoa
Ancona
is yet another contribution from the
Livorno
Grimaldi Group to the development of
Civitavecchia
alternative EU Corridors aiming at
Barcelona
Salerno
minimising air pollution and road
Porto Torres
Igoumenitsa
Valencia
Cagliari
Corfu
congestion.

Tunis
Tangiers

Grimaldi Lines Network
Minoan Lines
Mediterranean Land-bridges

Palermo
Trapani
Catania

Patras
Corinth
Piraeus

Malta
Heraklion

Tripoli /
Al Khoms

Benghazi
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Baltic Short Sea
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Baltic Short Sea

F

innlines’ Short Sea Shipping network in the Baltic Sea is a powerful tool in the northern region of Europe. Directly or through its subsidiaries, the company offers regular Ro/Ro
liner services between Finland and Germany, Scandinavia, Great Britain, Poland, Belgium,

the Netherlands and Spain thanks to a modern fleet of Ro/Ro-Passenger and pure Ro/Ro vessels. Special attention is paid to the development of the Russian market, where Finnlines operates its TransRussiaExpress, a direct service running between Lübeck-Sassnitz (Germany) and St.
Petersburg (Russia) via Ventspils (Latvia). Furthermore Finnlines offers RoPax-services between
Germany and Sweden, providing a link between Travemünde and Malmö.
Finnlines has substantially enhanced the quality of service on its route connecting Lübeck-

Travemünde, Helsinki and Poland by means of a 500 million Euros investment on five Ro/Ro-Passenger ships able to carry up to 4,200 lane metres of cargo at a speed of 25 knots. The new vessels contribute to improving the Baltic Sea environment by using cutting-edge marine technology
and carrying approximately 30% more cargo than their predecessors, while consuming the same
energy. Such increased transport capacity is in line with the EU’s policy to transfer freight from
the congested road network to the sea. Following this strategic path, the company has placed
orders in excess of 240 million euros to build six more state-of-the-art Ro/Ro ships of which the
first two ships have been delivered to Finnlines in March 2011.
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Ports&Terminals
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O

ne of the Group’s strong points, its

terminal network comprises twenty ports
and is currently expanding further. The
Grimaldi Group operates its own regional hub terminals in Antwerp (Belgium), Civitavecchia (Italy),
Salerno (Italy), Dakar (Senegal) and Lagos (Nigeria). Other terminals are located in Esbjerg (Denmark), Cork (Ireland), Valencia (Spain), Monfalcone
(Italy), Palermo (Italy), and Alexandria (Egypt). The
entire port of Wallhamn has been purchased and is
the first wholly privatised Swedish port, while the
Unikai Lagerei und Speditionsgesellschaft terminal
in Hamburg (Germany) is owned in partnership
with Hamburg Harbour and Logistic AG (HHLA), a
governmental-owned company.
As for the Baltic Region, Finnlines’ subsidiary
Finnsteve does operate terminals in the Finnish
ports of Helsinki, Turku and Kotka.
In the port of Lagos (Nigeria) the Group has built a
ro/ro multipurpose terminal managed by the controlled company PTML.
Most of these terminals are veritable logistics
platforms, fitted with Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI)
facilities and workshops. Currently their aggregate
operating surface is in excess of 5 million square
metres, but the main terminals are all continuously expanding; for example, Antwerp’s AET is
being extended up to 1.25 million square metres;
it features a 1.6 km dedicated berth, a rail connection, warehouses, a PDI facility as well as state-ofthe-art handling equipment. AET is one of the first
European terminals to have its container gate fitted
with passive radiation equipment to measure the
containers’ radioactivity.

Ports&Terminals

Ports & Terminals

AET

Antwerp Euroterminal
Antwerp, Belgium
Surface

1,050,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

1,600 m

Warehouses

2 x 8,000 m²

PDI centre

7,000 m²

Employees

50

Unikai

Unikai Lagerei und Speditionsgesellschaft mbH
Hamburg, Germany
Surface

500,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

850 m

Warehouses

40,000 m²

PDI centre

1,000 m²

Employees

41

PTML

Port & Terminal Multiservices Limited
Lagos, Nigeria
Surface

210,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

500 m

Warehouses

3,500 m²

PDI centre

-

Employees

150

Port of Wallhamn

Wallhamn Holding
Wallhamn, Sweden

84

Surface

487,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

470 m

Warehouses

8,100 m²

PDI centre

5,000 m²

Employees

115

VTE

Valencia Terminal Europa
Valencia, Spain
Surface

250,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

600 m

Warehouses

-

PDI Centre

1,200 m²

Employees

40

SAT

Salerno Auto Terminal
Salerno, Italy
Surface

95,000 m²

Dedicated Berths

750 m

Warehouses

-

PDI centre

-

Employees

30

CETAL

Central Europe Terminal and Logistics
Monfalcone, Italy
Surface

93,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

3,000 m²

PDI centre

1,200 m²

Employees

15

CTE

Civitavecchia Terminal Europa
Civitavecchia, Italy
Surface

7,400 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI centre

-

Employees

10

PET

Palermo Euro Terminal
Palermo, Italy
Surface

15,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

800 m²

PDI centre

-

Employees

15
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SAL

Scandinavian Auto Logistics
Esbjerg, Denmark
Surface

30,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI centre

380 m²

Employees

26

EMIL

Euromed Ireland Logistics
Cork, Ireland
Surface

80,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

1,550 m²

PDI Centre

2,100 m²

Employees

16

Alexandria Terminal
Alexandria, Egypt
Surface

11,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI centre

-

Employees

20

Dakar Terminal
Dakar, Senegal

86

Surface

12,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI centre

-

Employees

73

SOCOMAR
Douala, Camerun
Surface

55,333 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI Centre

-

Employees

20

RoRo Terminal Benin
Cotonou, Benin
Surface

42,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

-

Warehouses

-

PDI Centre

-

Employees

180

FINNSTEVE

(Finnlines)

Helsinki, Finland
Vuosaari Terminal
Surface

697,100 m²

Dedicated Berths

5,700 m

Warehouses

50,000 m²

PDI Centre

-

Employees

515

FINNSTEVE

(Finnlines)

Turku, Finland
West Harbour
Surface

Pansio Harbour

225,000 m²

260,000 m²

Dedicated Berths

1,050 m

RoRo berths 1 (+1)

Warehouses

55,650 m²

10,100 m²

PDI Centre

-

-

Employees

160

-

FINNSTEVE

(Finnlines)

Kotka, Finland
Surface

196,000 m²

Dedicated Berth

485 m

Warehouses

19,800 m²

PDI Centre

-

Employees

84
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Logistics Services
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W

ith the vehicles’ Pre-Delivery Inspection

(PDI) and Fleet personalisation undertaken at
the Group’s terminals, the final leg of logistics
consists mainly of the delivery of cars or containers to the
dealers’ or importers’ depots. At the customer’s request,
the Group takes responsibility for the first leg of transport
as well, from the factory to the port terminal where the
vehicles or containers are embarked on the Group’s vessels. Door-to-door logistics services for both containers
and cars are supplied in a number of European countries
as well as in North America, where the subsidiary ACL
owns a fleet of more that 2,700 trailers. As far as Europe
is concerned, Grimaldi has created its own road transport
logistics companies in Italy, Ireland and Scandinavia in
order to satisfy the specific demands of customers in the
absence of valid alternatives in terms of quality and efficiency. Some of these companies have been established
in partnership with specialised road transport operators.

Automar
Pontecagnano, Italy
Car transporters

100

Employees

200

EMIL
Cork, Ireland

Logistics Services

Car transporters

21

Employees

31

SAL
Esbjerg, Denmark
Car transporters

20

Employees

36

ACL
Westfield, USA
Trailers

2,700

Employees

25
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Worldwide Branches

Grimaldi Belgium, Antwerp
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Grimaldi Group
Naples
Rome
Palermo

Tel +39 081 496111
Fax +39 081 5517401
switchboard@grimaldi.napoli.it
Tel  + 39 06 42016156
Fax +39 06 42814558
roma@roma.grimaldi.napoli.it
Tel  +39 091 6113564
Fax +39 091 587487
palermo@palermo.grimaldi.napoli.it

Grimaldi Acl France Agencies
Paris

Tel  +33 1 4465 1232
Fax +33 1 4465 1213
info@grimaldi-france.fr

Grimaldi Agencies UK
London

Tel  +44 20 79305683
Fax +44 20 78391961
www.grimaldi.co.uk

Grimaldi Belgium
Antwerp

Tel  +32 3 5459430
Fax +32 3 5414275
grimaldi@grimaldi.be

Grimaldi Ghana
Tema

Tel: +233 303 214091
Fax +233 303 214095
info@grimaldighana.com

Grimaldi Maroc
Casablanca

Grimaldi Senegal
Dakar

Tel  +221 33 8890490
Fax +221 33 8428850
grimaldi@grimaldi-senegal.com

Grimaldi Togo
Lomé

Tel  +22 8 2273235
Fax +22 8 2270718
grimaldi@grimaldi-togo.com

Grimaldi Argentina
Buenos Aires

Grimaldi
São Paulo

Grimaldi Germany
Hamburg

Tel   +49 40 789 7070
Fax  +49 40 789 70770
info@grimaldi-germany.de

Grimaldi Maritime Sweden
Gothenburg

Tel   +46 31 607280
Fax  +46 31 135724
info@grimaldisweden.se

Grimaldi Logistica España
Madrid
Valencia
Barcelona

Tel  +34 91 2044220
Fax +34 91 5750209
madrid1@grimaldilogistica.com
Tel. +34 96 3061300
Fax +34 96 3307877
grimaldi@grimaldilogistica.com
Tel. +34 93 5028163
Fax +34 93 5028166
grimaldibarcelona@grimaldilogistica.com

Grimaldi Portugal
Lisbon

Tel  +351 21 3216300
Fax +351 21 3465415
lisboa@grimaldi.pt

Grimaldi Nigeria
Lagos

Tel  +234 1 5453433
Fax +234 1 5873805
info@grimaldi-nigeria.com

Grimaldi Angola
Luanda

Tel   +244 222 310 500
Fax  +244 222 310 220
gal@grimaldi.co.ao

Grimaldi Benin
Cotonou
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Tel  +229 21 316728
Fax +229 21 316729
grimaldi@grimaldi-benin.com

Tel  +212 522 408408
Fax +212 522 543134
agency@grimaldimaroc.com

Belo Horizonte
Curitiba
Rio de Janeiro
Vitoria

ACL
USA
Westfield, NJ
USA
Virginia Beach
Sweden
Gothenburg
Canada
Halifax
Belgium
Antwerp
France
Le Havre
Germany
Hamburg
United Kingdom
Liverpool

Tel  +54 11 5353 0940
grimaldi@grimaldi-bue.com.ar
do

Brasil

Tel  +55 11 3046 9844
Fax +55 11 3046 9862
grimaldi@grimaldi-sp.com.br
Tel  +55 31 3427 5767  
Fax +55 31 3427 9348
fsilveira@grimaldi-bh.com.br
Tel  +55 41 3343 1352
Fax  +55 41 3342 7153
grimaldi@grimaldi-ctb.com.br
Tel   +55 21 2516 9005
Fax  +55 21 2203 0588
grimrio.carga@lbc.com.br
Tel/fax +55 27 3235 1401
www.aclcargo.com
Tel  +1 908 518 5300
info@aclcargo.com
Tel  +1 757 518 8561 / (800) 225 1235  
Fax +1 757 518 3888
us_rate_request@aclcargo.com
Tel  +46 31 64 5500 / 020 64 5555
Fax +46 31 64 5506
ghansson@aclcargo.com
Tel  +1 902 420 9259 / (800) 225-1235
Fax +1 902 420-8559
canada_rate_request@aclcargo.com
Tel  +323 221 2050
Fax +323 226 2654
dtielemans@aclcargo.com
Tel  +33 2 3525 9030
info@grimaldi-france.fr
Tel  +49 40 361 3030 / 0800 11 882277
Fax +49 40 366627
info@grimaldi-germany.de
Tel  +44 151 472 8000
Fax +44 151 472 8010
illoyd@aclcargo.com

Minoan Lines

Greece
Piraeus

www.minoan.gr
Tel: + 30 2810 399 800
Fax: + 30 2810 330 308
info@minoan.gr
Tel: + 30 210 414 5700
Fax: + 30 210 414 5755

Greece
Patras/Corinth

Tel +30 2610 426000
minoanpat@pat.forthnet.gr

Greece
Igoumenitsa

Tel  +30 26650 24404 / 23077
Fax +30 26650 25833
igoumenitsa@minoan.gr
Tel +39 071 201708 / 50211621
minoan@minoan.it

Greece
Heraklion

Italy
Ancona
Italy
Venice

Tel +39 041 504 1201

Grimaldi do Brasil, São Paulo

Finnlines

www.finnlines.fi
Tel   +358 10 343 50
Finland
Fax +358 10 343 5200
Helsinki
info.fi@finnlines.com
Tel  +32 3 570 9530
Belgium
Fax +32 3 570 9550
Kallo Beveren
info.be@finnlines.com
Tel   +45 8620 6650
Denmark
Fax +45 8620 6659
Aarhus
info.dk@finnlines.com
Tel   +49 451 15 07-0
Germany
Fax  +49 451 1507-222
Lübeck
info.de@finnlines.com
Tel  +48 (0)58 627 4239 / 627 4456
Poland
Fax +48 (0)58 627 4249
Gdynia
info.pl@finnlines.com
Tel  + 7 812 680 10 70
Russia
Fax + 7 812 680 10 69
St Petersburg
info.ru@finnlines.com
Tel  +34 637 109 054
Spain
Fax +34 91 750 0707
Madrid
sales.es@finnlines.com
United Kingdom Tel   +44 207 519 7300
Fax  +44 207 536 0255
London
info.uk@finnlines.com

Malta Motorways
Malta

of the

Grimaldi Maritime Sweden, Gothenburg

Sea

Tel  +356 21226873
Fax +356 21226876
info@sullivanmaritime.com.mt

Grimaldi Germany, Hamburg
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The Owned Fleet
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Grande Europa class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Ramp capacity tonnes

Grande Italia class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  

Fides class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Eurocargo Valencia class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Eurocargo Napoli class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters

units

3

181
51.714
20
2.500
2.000
400
150

units

3

176
37.712
19,6
4.500

units

2

178
33.825
18
1.400
700
300
65

units

3

195
20.833
20
1.000
2.500
64
65

unit

1

176
21.357
17
620
1.940

Grande Ellade class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Grande Anversa class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  

Grande Roma class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  

Eurocargo Genova class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters

Eurocargo Europa class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters

units

2

182
52.485
19,5
2.500
2.000
400
200

units

5

176
40.000  
19,6
4.800

units

2

197
44.500
19,3
5.300

units

4

200
32.600
22,3
400
2,00

units

2

182
33,650
20
2.900

Grande Africa class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Repubblica

del

Brasile class

Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Grande Benin class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

ACL Atlantic class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

units

10

214
56.650
19,7
2.500
2.500
800
250

units

2

206
51.925
18
1.200
1.700
800
180

units

5

210,92
47.300
21
2.000
2.000
800
250

units

Grande Angola class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Repubblica

di

Amalfi class

Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

Grande Marocco class
Length meters
Gross Tonnage tonnes
Service speed knots
Car/van capacity units  
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters
Container capacity  TEU
Capacità rampa tonn. / Ramp capacity tonnes

units

2

210
47.115
21
3.261
3.950
1.318
159

units

2

216
48.600
18,5
2.000
1.500
400
150

unit

5

211
47.300
20
2.000
2.000
800
40

5

292
57.255
17,5
1.262
2.940
2.000
420
99

Cruise Roma class

2

225
55,000
27.5
3,050
215
2,140

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :
Passengers number :

Sorrento class

3

under construction

New Ro/Ro class
Length metres :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :

100

units

186.4
26,000
22.5
850

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Passengers number :

Ships

units



4

units

200
3,900
300

Cruise Europa class 

2

units

225
55,000
27.5
3,050
215
2,140

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :
Passengers number :

Olympia Palace class

2

units

214
36,825
31.5
1,932
110
1,922

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :
Passengers number :

Knossos Palace class

2

units

214
24,000
31.5
1,500
110
2,500

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :
Passengers number :

Ikarus Palace class

1

200
29,000
27
2,130
110
1,528

Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Ro-Ro capacity linear metres :
Cars :
Passengers number :

Zeus Palace class
Length metres :
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
Service speed knots :
Passengers number :

unit

1

unit

211.9
28,000
28.5
1,300

101

Finnstar class

5

units

Length meters : 218
Gross Tonnage tonnes : 46,565
Service speed knots :
25
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
4,200  
Ramp capacity tonnes :
100
Passengers :
500

Finnclipper class

3

units

Finnmill class

2

units

Length meters : 188
Gross Tonnage tonnes : 33,769
Service speed knots : 22
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
2,918 / 3,102
Passengers : 
440 / 480

Length meters : 187
Gross Tonnage tonnes : 25,564
Service speed knots : 20
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
2,281

Finnbreeze class

Finnhansa class

2

units

4

units

Length meters : 187
Gross Tonnage tonnes :
33,769
Service speed knots : 20
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
3,240

Length meters : 183  
Service speed knots : 21
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
3,050 / 3,200
Ramp capacity tonnes :
100
Passengers :
270 / 300

Finnarrow class

Finnhawk class

1

unit

2

units

Length meters : 168
Gross Tonnage tonnes : 25,966
Service speed knots : 21
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
2,400
Passengers : 
200

Length meters :
162
Gross Tonnage tonnes : 11,530
Service speed knots : 20
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
1,899

Translubeca class

Finnsailor class

1

unit

Length meters : 157
Service speed knots : 20.3
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
2,100
Passengers :
84

Ships

unit

Length meters : 157
Service speed knots : 20.8
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
1,350
Passengers : 
119

under construction

New Ro/Ro class

102

1

4

units

Length meters : 187  
Service speed knots : 20
Ro-Ro capacity linear meters :
3,240
Cars :
250
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